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April 7, 1981

Dr. F. van Zyl Slabbert
P.O. Box 15
CAPE TOWN
8000

Dear Sir
To bring its election coverage to a climax the Sunday Tribune plans, on
April 19, to publish the views of the four major party leaders in South
Africa on five issues which we believe are of concern to every Sout.h
African voter.
We undertake, obviously, to publish your responses as we receive them
(within limits of length which I will detail below) and, so far as editorial
presentation is concerned, we will treat each one e.xact1y the same.

We believe this exercise could have considerable influence over voters
among our readership and I hope you will participate.

We would also appreciate it if your answers could be in our hands by
Thursday April 16. To facilitate this you could arrange to phone us
at Durban 324324 (or we of course could phone you at an agreed time) and
we would provide a copy typ ist . Alternatively you could telex your re-
sponses, marked for my attention or that of Peter Davis a4 No. 63201.

We have cleared as ~uch space as possible but pressure still remains.
For this reason would you please limit your total answer (on all five
issues combined) to 1,200 words.
This gives you an average of 240 words an issue but if you wish to write
at greater length on one and shorter on another there will be no problem
provided, of course, the response overall is no more than 1,200 words.

In this letter each of the issues carries a number and will be presented
with this number on publication day. 1'0 facilitate matters would you
please answer the questions in the order provided.

Tne/1) issues are:
As a minority group white South Africans have fears for the future.
How do you propose to allay them?
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2) There is also a rising tide df black expectation in South Africa.
How do you propose to meet this and ~ulfil their resultant aspirations?

3) Soaring prices, especially of food, ~re seriously aftecting all South
Africans. How do you propose to contain inflation?

4) South Africans are concerned at their "international outcast" status on
many levels.including sport. How do you propose to have this country
take its place in the world community?

5) If all the policies of your party were implemented in full what sort of
political and social conditions would South Africans live under?

In addition to this feature - effectively a statement of your policies - we
also propose to publish, .on Sunday April 26, a personal appeal by each of
the four party leaders to the electorate". This would take the form not so
much of detailed policy, but as to why you believe voters should support your
party on April 29. .

We would be grateful if you could limit.this to 800 words and, by the means
outlined above, have the copy in our.hands by Thursday, April 23.

I hope you will be able to co-operate with us in what, clearly, could be
beneficial to all political partie~ and our readers.

Yours sincerely

DEON DU PLESSIS
ASSISTANT EDITOR


